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INTRODUCTION
FOREWORD The rationale for a consolidated Cortland County Mass Casualty Incident
(MCI) plan, one that is accepted and used by all emergency services and providers, is just
that-A Community-Wide Medical Disaster Plan that seemingly would mirror all existing
agencies’ plans today.
One plan would enhance our success during a real MCI as all County agencies are
usually involved, no matter whose jurisdiction the incident is in. All providers and services
would understand the roles and responsibilities of each responding unit. Perhaps one day we
can elicit a system wide response simply by pushing a button, defining the parameters of the
incident, and having the dispatch center take it from there. Until then we will have to rely on
ourselves and a constant refining of this plan.
Cortland County is a small county in South Central New York comprised of
50,000 people who are protected by 5 ambulance services (2 of which are based out of
county). Our resources are very limited, as compared to other counties, thus the impetus for
cooperation is paramount. This Incident Command System (ICS) needs to take this into
account when appointing the substructure as we could easily overuse our resources on the
ICS system structure alone. For the purposes of triage, the SMART (Red – Yellow – Green)
Triage System will be utilized.
The cooperation of Cincinnatus, Dryden, Marathon, Smith and TLC
Ambulance Services as well as the corroborative assistance of the County Rescue Squads,
Hospitals, Coordinators staff, 911 staff and other Authorities will ensure the success of this
plan and of the subsequent MCI’s.
All services involved, in order to be successful and be in line with current
standards will have to put aside turf issues for the common good of the people who are
now relying on us for state of the art care. A consolidated or Unified Incident Command
System comprised of Fire, Police, and EMS will enhance this MCI and many more to
come.
Its been said that the most successfully run MCI’S are often predicated on the initial
decisions and size-up of the 1st arriving EMS units. A comprehensive plan such as this will
improve this Counties response to MCI’s and this much changing world.
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Cortland County MCI Plan Activation Procedure
The following procedures shall be used to determine the need for initiating the Cortland
County MCI plan. The need to implement the County MCI plan may be determined by
number of patients or type of situation presented.
1.

When a response agency within the county arrives at a scene of an incident,
and it is evident that due to the number of patients or the unusual situation
presented that a need for additional resources is needed, this information will
be relayed to the County Communications Center. The following information
will be used to determine further response:
Level І:
4 to 6 patients – additional local resources needed
Level ІІ: 7 to 10 patients – additional local/regional resources needed
Level ІІІ: More than 10 patients – additional regional resources needed.
MCI trailer responds directly to the scene
Any response may be upgraded depending on an unusual situation, i.e. initial
finding of 5 patients at a Hazardous Materials leak may be classified as a
Level І MCI but due to potential further exposures, the incident may be
upgraded to a Level ІІ.

2. Once a determination of the actual extent of the situation is made, the
incident command system will be established and resources requested to
adequately mitigate the situation. The request for additional resources shall
be made through a unified Incident Command at the scene. Requests for
additional specialty resources (i.e. Ambulances) shall be made through the
appropriate channels specific to that agency (i.e. Ambulance dispatcher).
The Incident Commander shall be made aware of any resources that are
being requested and changes in the situation shall be conveyed through the
unified command post.
3. Fire and Emergency Management staff will be notified by the 911

center at any time any level MCI is declared. The role of the Fire and
Emergency Management Staff is to provide support and assistance to
the medical incident commander.
4. EMS Command should make notification to the CNY Resource Physician

(315-464-5612) that an MCI has occurred and that there may be a need for
medical direction regarding the incident.
The above policy is to be used as a guide only. ANY situation that overtaxes the
capabilities of a response agency may actually require implementation of the
County MCI plan. The goal of the plan is to adequately mitigate the situation
utilizing the resources available in a timely, professional manner, with patient
care being the primary focus.
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EMS COMMAND
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: UNIFIED OR OPERATIONS COMMAND POST
RADIO ID: “EMS COMMAND”


Confirm that an MCI exists



Make rapid assessment of the Incident
 Nature of Incident
 Estimated number of patients (MCI level)
 Extent of injuries
 Routes of travel



First EMS unit crew chief assumes command until relieved
 Do not begin treatment or triage!
 The incident must be controlled or it will control you!



Establishes/Reports to and remains at command post
 Announce location of Unified Command Post
 Don “EMS Command” vest
 Clear a radio frequency for EMS Operations
 Report findings to Incident Command/Fire Control/Dispatch
 Properly identify Command Post using flag or light
 Shall notify Resource Physician ((315-464-5612) and hospital likely
receiving transport of patients from incident with further hospital
contact to be done by Transportation Officer



Request additional EMS units/equipment/personnel (Level 1 or 2 dispatch of MCI
and Communications trailer at discretion of EMS Command. Level 3 MCI, trailers
should be dispatched immediately)



Establishes location of Triage, Treatment and EMS Staging areas with appropriate
sector officers (below)
 Experience level of personnel and their functional knowledge of MCI
operations and the Incident Command System should be considered when
appointing sector officers.



Designate Triage Officer



Designate Treatment Officer- if this sector is needed



Designate Transportation Officer- if this sector is needed



Designate Staging Officer- may be joint Fire/EMS Staging Officer
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EMS COMMAND
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)


Designate EMS Safety Officer- may be Incident Safety Officer



Continuously obtain updates from all sector officers



Do not become involved in physical tasks, appoint Communications Officer, radio
operator/aide or scribe to assist if needed



Request additional resources such as buses, air transport, MCI Trailer, tow trucks,
ancillary medical personnel



Ensure the operation of all established EMS sectors



Remain at command Post until command is transferred, terminated or until relieved
 Transfer of Command should only be done one on one, with a face to face
briefing and then announced over appropriate frequencies



Coordinate with Fire, Police, and other support agencies, ensuring it is safe to begin
EMS Operations.



Utilize Command worksheet, document all activities



Coordinate all actions of EMS personnel, consult with sector officers as needed



Continuously reevaluate resources on-hand, required, available



Consider rehabilitation of EMS personnel, consult with Incident Command regarding
needs for rehabilitation of other personnel involved in incident



Consider need of CISM of personnel



For extended incidents consider transfer of command and sector officers



Begin gradual release of resources as they become available, develop and utilize a
demobilization plan




Announce termination/downgrade of incident as appropriate
Following termination of the incident:
 Collect documentation from all EMS sector officers
 Prepare a report of the incident
 Conduct necessary debriefings
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EMS TRIAGE OFFICER’S
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: TRIAGE AREAS
Triage areas are dependent on incident nature
 At incidents where EMS personnel can immediately access patients, triage
can be done as Triage personnel contact patients in order to prioritize their
removal to the treatment area.
 At incidents where hazards such as wreckage and fire prevent the immediate
access of patients by EMS personnel, fire/rescue personnel should perform
initial triage with rapid identification of patient priority. The Triage Officer
should then establish a Triage Area between the incident scene and the
treatment area to further triage patients as they are removed. Patients should
then be directed to appropriate treatment area or transportation area.
 At hazardous materials scenes, an initial triage of patients will need to be
performed by fire/haz-mat personnel to determine the order in which patients
need to be decontaminated, patients will need to be triaged again by EMS
personnel as they are directed to treatment area or transportation area.
RADIO ID: “TRIAGE”
 Obtain briefing from EMS Command


Consider scope of the Incident, determine equipment and personnel needs of Triage
Sector, request same from EMS Command



No Treatment is to be done in the Triage area except:
 Rapid correction of life threatening injuries
 Rapid bleeding control
 Opening airway
 Treatment for shock



Establishes/Reports to and remains at Triage Sector
 Announce location of Triage Sector (if stationary)
 Don “TRIAGE OFFICER” vest
 Properly identify Triage area with flag



Appoint Triage support personnel to assist as needed, based on the size and nature of
the incident



Utilize S.T.A.R.T. system for patient prioritization



Advise Treatment Officer of approximate number of patients as soon as possible



Coordinate transfer of patients by priority to appropriate treatment sector



Check all areas around MCI scene for potential patients, walk-aways, ejected
patients, etc.
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EMS TRIAGE OFFICER
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)


Advise EMS Command when initial triaging and tagging operations are complete



Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary



Report to EMS Command for reassignment upon termination of all triage activities
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EMS TRIAGE OFFICER CHECKLIST


Briefing from EMS Command



Request needed support personnel/equipment from EMS Command



Establishes/Report to and remain at Triage Sector



Announce location of Triage Sector (if stationary)



Don “TRIAGE OFFICER” vest



Properly identify Triage area with flag



Appoint Triage support personnel to assist as needed



Utilize S.M.A.R.T. system for patient prioritization
No Treatment is to done in the Triage area except:
Rapid correction of life threatening injuries
o Rapid bleeding control
o opening airway
o treatment for shock



Advise Treatment Officer of approximate number of patients



Transfer patients by priority to appropriate treatment area



Reassess patients arriving at triage sector



Check all areas around MCI scene for potential patients



Advise EMS Command when initial triaging operations are complete



Relieve or reduce staff as necessary

EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST:
*Triage Kit(s)- including
 “TRIAGE OFFICER” vest
*SMART Triage tags
“TRIAGE” vest(s)
portable radio *4x4 dressings (25)
clipboard*2” tape (2)
pencils/marking pens
*4” kling(2)

Lighting *oral airway set
*Vaseline gauze (3)
*Colored ribbons
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TREATMENT
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: TREATMENT (Patient Holding) AREA
Treatment areas are dependent on incident nature.
 Think Big- Treatment areas must be capable of handling large
numbers of patients and equipment
 Consider: Weather, Safety, Hazardous Materials
 Treatment area should be upwind of the incident if possible
 Treatment Area must be readily accessible from Triage area to
Transport Sector.
 Designate Entrance and Exit to area
 Divide Treatment Area into four (4) distinct and well marked areas as
warranted by size of incident
 Identify areas with appropriate colored flags, barricade tape, tarps, etc.
 RED-Immediate/Critical
 Yellow- Delayed
 Green- Minor, “walking wounded”
 Black-Dead, temporary morgue- should not be in
immediate area of treatment areas, and preferably out of
sight. Law Enforcement and/or Medical Examiner should
maintain security of this area. See Appendix A.
 Consider designating Secondary Treatment Area for use if Primary
Treatment area becomes unusable
RADIO ID: “TREATMENT”



Obtain briefing from EMS Command
Consider scope of the Incident, determine equipment and personnel needs of
Treatment Sector, request same from EMS Command
 Depending on incident size, consider requesting EMS Command to
obtain standing orders from Resource Hospital.
 At an on-going incident, consider contacting Resource Hospital
(through EMS Command) and request a physician or other support
personnel to scene.



Establishes/Reports to Primary Treatment Area
 Advise EMS Command of Treatment Area locations(s)
 Don “Treatment Officer” vest



Assign personnel to Treatment Areas based on medical capabilities



Coordinate all actions of all personnel assigned to the Treatment Area



Treatment Officer should not become involved in physical tasks
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TREATMENT
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)


Begin Treatment of patients



Re-triage patients upon arrival at treatment area, direct patients to appropriate
treatment area



Re-triage patients upon arrival at treatment area, direct patients to appropriate
treatment area



Complete Treatment Log as patients pass through Treatment Sector



Advise Transportation Officer when patients are prepared for transport, be sure to
notify transport officer if a patient has specialty needs that require a particular
facility



Continuously reevaluate resources on-hand, required, available. Request additional
supplies, personnel as needed.
 At an on-going incident, consider asking command to establish a
Supply Sector to facilitate this function.



Advise EMS Command when treatment operations are complete



Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary

 Report to EMS Command for reassignment upon termination of all treatment activities.
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EMS TREATMENT OFFICER CHECKLIST


Briefing from EMS Command



Request needed support personnel/equipment from EMS Command



Establishes/Report to and remain at Treatment Sector



Announce location of Treatment Sector



Don “TREATMENT OFFICER” vest



Properly identify Treatment areas with flags/tarps



Assign personnel to treatment areas



Obtain standing orders, request support personnel/physician from resource as needed



Reassess patients arriving at treatment sector



Complete Treatment Officer Log



Advise EMS Command when initial treatment operations are complete



Relieve or reduce staff as necessary

EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST:
 “TREATMENT OFFICER” vest
 “TREATMENT” vest(s)
portable radio

clipboard(s)

treatment sector forms

grease pencils/marking pens

barricade tape

treatment flags/tarps

treatment supplies

Lighting
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EMS TRANSPORTATION
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: TRANSPORTATION (Loading Zone) AREA
RADIO ID: “TRANSPORTATION”


Obtain briefing from EMS Command



Consider scope of Incident, determine equipment and personnel needs of
Transportation Sector, request same from EMS Command



Reports to Primary Treatment Area
 Don “Transportation Officer” vest
 Consult with Treatment Officer, establish loading zone
 Loading Zone should have clear, separate entrance and exit
 Advise Staging Officer of Loading Zone location(s) and best routes of access



Consult with Fire Commander, establish landing zone(s) for air support units, advise
EMS Command of location
 Appoint landing zone officer- may be done by Fire Sector

 Coordinate with Resource and likely receiving hospitals for patient assignments
 Maintain a dedicated, open radio frequency or phone patch with the Resource
Hospital (must be a recorded frequency)
 Determine current capacity of each facility
 Consider specialty services or limitations of each hospitals
 Maintain hospital tally sheet
 Keep Resource Physician (315-464-5612) advised of patient count
 Give limited patient information for destination hospitals:
Unit, Age, Sex, LOC, chief complaint eta if possible



Request appropriate ambulances/transport vehicles from Staging Officer as needed
 If possible, indicate level of care required (BLS/ALS)
 General Rule of Thumb: 1 red/1 yellow patients or 2 yellow patients per rig
 Utilize alternate transport vehicles (vans, buses, etc.) whenever possible for
green patients



Coordinate routing of patients to proper ambulances
 Remind transporting units that hospital contact will be done by
Transportation Officer only
 Ensure that all units are familiar with routes to the hospitals
 Confirm hospital assignment with transporting crew prior to their departure
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EMS TRANSPORTATION
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)


Do not become involved in physical tasks, appoint radio operator/aide or scribe to
assist if needed



Complete Transport Log as patients are loaded and transported
 Keep corner of Triage Tag



Advise EMS Command when treatment operations are complete



Advise Resource (315-464-5612) and receiving hospitals when operations are
complete and no further patients will be transported



Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary



Report to EMS Command for reassignment upon termination of all treatment
activities
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EMS TRANSPORTATION OFFICER CHECKLIST


Briefing from EMS Command



Request needed support personnel from EMS Command



Establishes/Report to and remain at Transportation Sector/Loading Zone



Announce location of Landing Zone, including routes of access



Don “TRANSPORTATION OFFICER” vest



Request units as needed from EMS Command or EMS Staging Officer



Supervise patient evacuation- 1 red/1 yellow patient, 2 yellow patients per rig



Establish primary and secondary landing zone, appoint LZ Officer(s)



Complete transport log as patients are loaded, keep corner of triage tag



Maintain contact with resource hospital



Report patient information to resource hospital
 Unit, age, sex, LOC, chief complaint, eta if possible



Advise EMS Command and Resource Hospital when transportation operations are
complete



Relieve or reduce staff as necessary












EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST
“TRANSPORTATION OFFICER” vest
“TRANSPORTATION” vest(s)
portable radio
clipboard(s)
transportation sector forms
grease pencils/marking pens
barricade tape
landing zone identification
spray paint
Lighting
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EMS STAGING
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: STAGING AREA
RADIO ID: “STAGING”


Obtain briefing from EMS Command



Do Not proceed to Staging Area at this time



In cooperation with EMS and Fire Commanders, establish location of Staging Area:
o EMS Staging Area should be distinct from Fire Staging Area, but should
be within the same general location
o Think Big- Staging Area must be capable of accommodating large
numbers of ambulances, equipment and personnel
o Consider: Safety and Hazardous Materials
o Area must be readily accessible
o Designate Entrance and Exit to Staging Area
o Divide Staging Area into two (2) distinct and well marked areas for: BLS
and ALS units; Use appropriate markers
o Consider need for secondary Staging Area as an alternative should the
primary Staging Area become unusable
o Obtain an designated radio frequency for Staging Operations

 Proceed to Staging Area
 Don “STAGING OFFICER” vest


Determine equipment and personnel needs in Staging Area; Request same from EMS
Command



Ascertain from Transportation Officer location of ambulance loading zone, and best
route to zone



Ascertain from EMS Commander approximate number of EMS units to expect



Maintain EMS UNIT STAGING LOG



Send proper number and types of units (with appropriate manpower) to ambulance
loading zone when requested by the Transportation Officer



Monitor number of EMS units in Staging Area, as number of units decreases, advise
EMS Command of possible need to request additional units



Advise EMS Command when staging operations are complete
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EMS STAGING
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)


Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary



Report to EMS Command for reassignment upon termination of all treatment
activities.
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EMS STAGING OFFICER CHECKLIST


Briefing from EMS Command



Request needed support personnel/equipment from EMS Command



Establishes/Report to and remain at Staging Area



Announce location of Staging Area, including entrance and exit



Don “STAGING OFFICER” vest



Appoint Staging support personnel to assist as needed



Direct units to loading zone as requested



Complete Unit Staging Log



Advise EMS Command when initial Staging operations are complete



Relieve or reduce staff as necessary












EQUIPMENT CHECKLIST:
“STAGING OFFICER” vest
“STAGING” vest(s)
portable radio
clipboard(s)
staging sector forms
grease pencils/marking pens
barricade tape
key tags
spray paint
Lighting
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: COMMAND POST
Public Information Sector may depend on Incident:
 The Public Information Officer should be appointed by the
Incident Commander, and is a general staff member to the
Command Post.
 Ideally the Public Information Officer should be diplomatic,
tactful, and concise, with good public speaking skills.
 At larger incidents the Public Information Officer may have
support staff from other disciplines (fire, EMS, police) to provide
information.
 The Public Information Officer is responsible for developing and
releasing information about the incident to the news media, to
incident personnel, and to other appropriate agencies and
organizations.
RADIO ID: “PIO”


Proceed to Incident Command Post
 Don “Public Information” vest



Obtain briefing from EMS Command



The PIO should remain in the Command Post unless involved in briefings or
press conferences
Determine from Incident Commander if there are any limitations on
information release.



Maintain Log of all activities of the Public Information Sector.



In cooperation with EMS and Fire Commanders, establish location of Media
Assembly Area:






Advise Command Post of location of Media Assembly Area
Media Assembly Area should be away from the immediate incident scene yet
still accessible to Command Officers
All Command and Sector Officers should be advised of Media Assembly
Area so that media can be directed there if found in other areas

Release information only as approved by Incident Commander.
Type of incident (what happened)
Where incident occurred
Time incident occurred
Current status of incident
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)









Number of crews/agencies responding/on-scene
Number of patients (No Patient Names!)
Patient condition: Fair, Serious, Critical (No Patient Names!)
Patient Destinations (No Patient Names)
Additional Information at discretion of Incident Commander
Facilitate interviews with other command staff
Permit interviews responders at discretion of Incident Commander- be
cautious with possibility of critical incident stress
Facilitate media photography of incident when feasible and at discretion of
Incident Commander
 Accompany (or designate an assistant) media photographers
 Ensure understanding of what may and may not be photographed
 Ensure that no patients or responders are interviewed without
permission
 Media interviews, photographs cannot interfere with operations of
incident

 Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary
 The PIO should remain in the Command Post until all operations are complete.
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EMS SUPPLY
Duties & Responsibilities
LOCATION: STAGING AREA
Supply area locations are dependent on incident nature
 At smaller scale incidents the Supply Unit will report to an
Operations Officer and may be located at the staging area, where
incoming units will first arrive
 At incidents where a Logistics Section is established, the EMS Supply
Officer would coordinate with the Supply Unit Leader, and may have
additional personnel assigned to Supply Sector.
 In either case, the collection point for equipment and supplies should
be reasonably accessible to the Treatment Areas.
RADIO ID: “SUPPLY”


Obtain briefing from EMS Command or EMS Operations Officer



Don “Supply” vest



Consider scope of the Incident, coordinate with Treatment Officer to determine
equipment requirements for the incident



If necessary consider requesting additional personnel to assist in collection
and distribution of supplies and equipment
At large or extended incidents, consider the need for vehicles(s) for the
transport or supplies and equipment



Establish secure location for collection of supplies and equipment



Acquire, distribute and maintain status of medical equipment and supplies that are on
scene



Coordinate with EMS Staging Officer to obtain supplies and equipment from
incoming units



Maintain inventory list equipment and supplies collected, received and distributed



Request additional medical supplies and equipment to treatment and triage areas as
requested



Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary



Report to EMS Command for reassignment upon termination of all supply activities
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EMS SAFETY
Duties & Responsibilities (Cont.)
LOCATION: REHAB SECTOR
 The EMS Safety Officer should be appointed by the Incident
Commander and is a general staff member to the Command Post.
 The EMS Safety Officer is responsible for developing and
recommending measures for assuring personnel safety, and to
assess and/or anticipate hazards and unsafe situations.
 The EMS Safety Officer has the responsibility and authority to
immediately correct any such hazards or unsafe acts.
 The EMS Safety Officer shall have full access to the scene
 Based on the scope of the incident, an Incident Safety Officer may
assume all responsibilities of the EMS Safety Officer. The
Incident Safety Officer may appoint assistants such as the EMS
Safety Officer or from other disciplines as necessary.
RADIO ID: “EMS Safety”


Proceed to Incident Command Post
 Don “EMS Safety” vest



Obtain briefing from EMS Command



Maintain Log of all observations of Safety nature



Review Incident Action Plan for safety implications



Exercise emergency authority to stop and prevent unsafe acts



Investigate accidents that occur in the incident area



Report regularly to Incident Commander all findings, participate in scheduled
briefings of Command Staff



Begin relieving or reducing staff as necessary



The EMS Safety Officer shall remain on scene until all operations are complete or
duties are assumed by Incident Safety Officer
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DISPATCH/FIRE CONTROL
Duties and Responsibilities

LOCATION: CORTLAND COUNTY 911 CENTER
RADIO ID: “FIRE CONTROL”


Fulfill any and all requests of EMS Command



Maintain contact with EMS Command and Transportation Officer



Keep a log of ambulances called to the scene and their status (i.e. MAVAC,
TLC, Cincinnatus, ALS, BLS, etc.)



When notified of hospital transportation, log information regarding
ambulance transporting, hospital location and times of transport



Make sure adequate coverage for non-MCI related events is provided in all
areas of Cortland County not affected by MCI (i.e. insure mutual aid requests
have been made, etc.)

Remember, MCIs are not run from the 911 Center, but by EMS Command on the scene. The
dispatcher’s role is strictly one of support, not command. Upon the completion of the event,
all times, etc. included on the transportation officer’s log will be provided to dispatch to
insure the dispatch center has complete records.
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